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Amofeli males want two things in life; to
keep their pride a secret and find their
mates Secured Heart Foolish youthful
mayhem may have caused Kal to make
rash and wrong decisions where Lana was
concerned. However, this time he plans to
claim his mate and secure her heart forever.
On the Prowl The mansion-style Amofelis
pride lodge is not big enough for Preston
and Tresa to stay away from each other.
When things go from furry to passionate
neither of them can resist their desires.
Rescued Mate Happiness never seems to
last for her and when the hyenas return,
demanding her, things get hairy fast.
Running away has been Marisols
companion for years and now she has to
decide whether or not to flee or stay in the
arms of the man, Dwayne, who calls her
mate.
Stalking Nayla They have a
connection far greater than Shimar could
even imagine. Keeping Nayla safe and
finding her brother are straightforward
tasks. The real challenge is convincing her
that she was designed to be his mate for
life.
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